Abstract. Let G = (V, E) be a simple connected molecular graph. In such a simple molecular graph, vertices represent atoms and edges represent chemical bonds, we denoted the sets of vertices and edges by V = V (G) and E = E(G), respectively. If d (u, v) be the notation of distance between vertices u, v ∈ V and is defined as the length of a shortest path connecting them. Then, Eccentricity connectivity polynomial of a molecular graph G is defined as
Introduction
In mathematics chemistry, G = (V, E) is a simple connected molecular graph, such that its vertices correspond to the atoms and the edges to the chemical bonds, we denoted the vertex set and edge set of G by V = V (G) and E = E(G), respectively. We denote the number of vertices and the number of edges of G by n and e, respectively (n = |V | and e = |E|). We know that there exits at least one path between all pairs vertices u, v ∈ V (G), because we suppose that G be the connected graph. Therefore, the distance d (u, v) between vertices u and v is defined as the length of a minimum (or shortest, exactly) path connecting u and v. And alternatively, the eccentricity eec(v) is the length of a maximal path connecting to another vertex of v. In other works, is maximum distance with first-point v in G (eec(v) = Max{d(u, v)|∀u ∈ V (G)}). Two special cases of eccentricity eec(v) is the radius (r(G)) and diameter (d(G)) of G, and are defined as the minimum and maximum eccentricity among vertices of G, respectively. In 1997 [1] , Sharma, Goswami and Madan introduced the eccentric connectivity index of the molecular graph G, ξ(G). It is defined as
where d G (v) denotes the degree of the vertex v in V and is defined as the number of adjacent vertices with v. The eccentric connectivity polynomial of a graph G,
Then the eccentric connectivity index is the first derivative of ECP (G, x) evaluated at x = 1. See [2] [3] [4] [5] for details. The circumcoronene series of benzenoid is a famous family of molecular graph, which consist several copy of benzene C 6 on circumference. It be presented in many papers, some its report obtain from paper series [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). Benzene C 6 (or H 1 ) is first member from this family. Of curse in chemical science, benzene is an important hydrocarbon C 6 H 6 . But in mathematics graph theory, hydrogen atoms are often omitted (vertex as degree 1). And other first terms of this series are H 2 = coronene, (or Ca(C 6 ) Capra of benzenoid [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ) H 3 = circumcoronene, H 4 = circumcircumcoronene and general view of H k , see Figure 1 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 (where they are shown). 
Main Result
In this paper, we focus on the structure of molecular graph circumcoronene series of benzenoid H k (k ≥ 2) and counting the eccentricity connectivity polynomial ECP (H k ) and eccentricity connectivity index ξ(H k ), by new method (called Ring-cut Method). In ring-cut method, we insert some vertices of G in a common ring-cut, such that these vertices have similar mathematical properties. For example, reader can see ring-cuts of circumcoronene series of benzenoid in Figure 3 . Now, we compute eccentricity connectivity polynomial and its index in the following theorem. In continue, we proof this theorem by use of ring-cut method and present it for circumcoronene series of benzenoid.
Proof. First we consider circumcoronene series of benzenoid
as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, this graph has 6k 2 vertices and 9k 2 − 3k edges. Now, we name all vertices from center C 6 (or subgraph H 1 ) by γ 1 z,1 for all z ∈ Z 6 , respectively. We know Z 6 is the cycle finite group of order 6 of branch Group theory from Algebra (or integer number of module 6 from Number theory). So, we name all γ (∀z ∈ Z 6 , i = 1) and name adjacent vertices with β . By repeat this work, we notation all vertices and obtain desirable ring-cuts, see Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Therefore, the vertex set and edge set of circumcoronene series of benzenoid H k will be
It is obvious that n
2 − 3k. Now, we divide all vertices in some partitions (we call ring-cuts r i ), such that a ith ring-cut consist of vertices γ Now, by according to the vertices of an arbitrary ring-cut R i , we have two part of eccentricity ecc(v), as follow: Figure 4) : Figure 5) :
Upshot, we are ready to computing eccentricity connectivity polynomial and eccentricity connectivity index of circumcoronene series of benzenoid. By according to definition of ring-cut, we will have
Hence, eccentricity connectivity polynomial of circumcoronene series of benzenoid is equal to
On other hands, eccentricity connectivity index H k is Obviously, the radius number of circumcoronene series of benzenoid H k is r(H k ) = 2k + 1. Here, we complete the proof of the theorem.
Conclusion
In Theoretical Chemistry, the topological indices and molecular structure descriptors are used for modeling physico-chemical, toxicologic, biological and other properties of chemical compounds and nano steucture analizing. A family of Benzenoid built solely from Benzene CR6 R(or hexagons), Circumcoronene Series of Benzenoid H k (k ≥ 1), have been studied here and its Eccentric connectivity polynomial have been counted.
